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Warehouse Operator

Apply Now

Company: 309 FLSmidth Pty. Ltd.

Location: Melbourne

Category: transportation-and-material-moving

FLSmidth Melbourne operation is a World leading mining equipment manufacturer. We are

looking for a Warehouse Officer to work with our spare parts team to meet customer requirements.

To be successful in this role you will preferably have previous experience in a manufacturing

or warehousing environment.

Job responsibilities

Pick and pack stock items for customer orders for accurate delivery in full and on time.

Helping to manage inventory accuracy through regular cycle counting variance

investigation and validation checks as implemented.

Processing and ensuring receipt of returns with the team in an accurate and timely matter,

checking the stock is in resale condition and accurately put away into the correct

warehouse location.

Assisting with timing incoming containers and helping to unload and sort within allocated

time frames.

What you bring

Experience in a warehousing and logistics environment preferred.

Ability to work well within a close-knit team.

Physically fit
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Ability to work within a team.

Attention to detail.

Computer literacy skills at an intermediate level.

A proactive and positive can-do attitude.

What we offer

Competitive remuneration package on offer

Job security in a volatile market – FLSmidth has 136 years of successful operation

within a global environment.

Development and training within a respected global OEM company.

Access to salary packaging options to allow you to maximise your after-tax income.

Employee Assistance Program for employees and immediate family

Purchased annual leave options.

Paid Parental Leave

Involvement with community and charity initiatives

Annual flu vaccination

We pride ourselves on an inclusive culture where diversity and equality are embraced, and

where a healthy balance of work and personal commitments is encouraged.

All candidates will be required to pass a Pre-Employment Medical & Drug and Alcohol test.

FLSmidth requires all candidates to hold unrestricted Australian Working rights at the time of

application. If you do not have full, unrestricted working rights, we are unable to accept your

application for employment. Applications from 3rd parties will not be accepted.
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